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IntroductionIntroduction

Sullivan’s Method is most common method Sullivan’s Method is most common method 
for estimating HLE/ALE, but method is for estimating HLE/ALE, but method is 
limitedlimited
Covariates can only be included via Covariates can only be included via 
disaggregationdisaggregation/aggregation/aggregation
usually limited to very few covariates usually limited to very few covariates 
(mortality file)(mortality file)
S.E.’s too smallS.E.’s too small——prevalenceprevalence--based method based method 
attempting to capture incidence processattempting to capture incidence process



Cont’dCont’d

Goal:  Describe method that:Goal:  Describe method that:

Allows inclusion of covariates measured at Allows inclusion of covariates measured at 
different levels in health and mortality filesdifferent levels in health and mortality files

Allows construction of interval estimatesAllows construction of interval estimates

Question: To what extent does SES explain Question: To what extent does SES explain 
blackblack--white disparities in white disparities in HLE in the US,HLE in the US,
and how has this changed over time?and how has this changed over time?



A New MethodA New Method

1. Structure Data appropriately1. Structure Data appropriately
2. “hazard” model w/ Gibbs sampling2. “hazard” model w/ Gibbs sampling
3. Generate distributions of transition   3. Generate distributions of transition   

probability matrices using the Gibbs probability matrices using the Gibbs 
parameter samples + covariate profileparameter samples + covariate profile

4. Compute life tables for each transition 4. Compute life tables for each transition 
probability matrixprobability matrix

5. Summarize results5. Summarize results



Data for “Hazard” ModelData for “Hazard” Model

Data are crossData are cross--sectional mortality data sectional mortality data 
measured on covariates measured on covariates X(mX(m) and ) and 
individualindividual--level health data measured level health data measured 
on on X(hX(h).).
–– Length(X(hLength(X(h))>))>Length(X(mLength(X(m)) [more )) [more 

refined covariate space for health file]refined covariate space for health file]

Merge mortality probabilities by Merge mortality probabilities by X(mX(m) ) 
into health fileinto health file——oneone--toto--many mergemany merge
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BivariateBivariate ‘Outcome’ Space ‘Outcome’ Space 

Unhealthy &Unhealthy &
DeadDead

Unhealthy &Unhealthy &
AliveAlive

Unhealthy (1)Unhealthy (1)

Healthy &Healthy &
DeadDead

Healthy &Healthy &
AliveAlive

Healthy (0)Healthy (0)

Dead (1)Dead (1)Alive (0)Alive (0)Death Death →→
HealthHealth

↓↓



BivariateBivariate ProbitProbit ModelModel

Hazard model for Hazard model for bivariatebivariate outcome state outcome state 
space is discrete time space is discrete time bivariatebivariate probitprobit::

Where, h and k are 0,1 twoWhere, h and k are 0,1 two--dimensional dimensional 
outcomes, outcomes, ττ00==--∞∞, , ττ11==XXββ, and , and ττ22==∞∞ (in (in 
each dimension)each dimension)
Age is key covariateAge is key covariate

),;,(])[( 21212 kkhh tttkhyp −−−−Φ== τ





Hazard Model: Gibbs SamplerHazard Model: Gibbs Sampler
1.1. Simulate Latent Data, Z | Simulate Latent Data, Z | ββ

a.a. Z(h)~NZ(h)~N[ [ X(h)X(h)TTββ(h(h) , 1 ]) , 1 ]

b.b. Z(dZ(d)=)=ΦΦ--11(mortality (mortality probprob))

2.2. Simulate Simulate ββ | Z| Z

ββ~N~N[ (X[ (XTTX)X)--11(X(XTTZ) , (XZ) , (XTTX)X)--1 1 ]]
(Note: b for unbalanced covariates set to 0)(Note: b for unbalanced covariates set to 0)

3.3. RepeatRepeat



Life Table ConstructionLife Table Construction

1.1. Select Covariate Profile Select Covariate Profile (X)(X) and compute and compute 
p(deadp(dead), ), p(unhealthyp(unhealthy), and ), and p(healthyp(healthy) at ) at 
age x age x 

p(dp(d)=)=ΦΦ(X’(X’ββ(d(d))))

p(up(u)=(1)=(1--p(d))p(d))ΦΦ(X’(X’ββ(h))(h))
p(hp(h)=1)=1--(p(d)+p(u))(p(d)+p(u))

( )x∀



Table Construction, cont’dTable Construction, cont’d

2.2. Now we have states at start and end Now we have states at start and end 
of each age interval, but this doesn’t of each age interval, but this doesn’t 
give us give us transitiontransition probabilities!probabilities!

We must estimate them…We must estimate them…



Ecological Inference 1Ecological Inference 1

11
MM
[P[Pdd(a+1)](a+1)]

11--CC--MM
[p[puhuh(a+1)](a+1)]

CC
[P[Phh(a+1)] (a+1)] 

11--RR
[[ppuhuh(a(a)])]

RR
[[pphh(a(a)])]



Ecological Inference 2Ecological Inference 2

11
MM
[P[Pdd(a+1)](a+1)]

11--CC--MM
[p[puhuh(a+1)](a+1)]

CC
[P[Phh(a+1)] (a+1)] 

11--RR
[[ppuhuh(a(a)])]

MM--R+X+YR+X+Y11--CC--MM--YYCC--XX

RR
[[pphh(a(a)])]

RR--(X+Y)(X+Y)YYXX



Ecol. Inference 2, cont’dEcol. Inference 2, cont’d

X+YX+Y≤≤RR
XX≤≤CC
YY≤≤11--CC--MM
X+YX+Y≥≥MM--RR
11--X/R<(1X/R<(1--CC--MM--Y)/(1Y)/(1--R) R) 
((embeddabilityembeddability))
X+Y>R(1X+Y>R(1--M) (mortality M) (mortality 
constraint)constraint) 11

MM
[P[Pdd(a+1)](a+1)]

11--CC--MM
[p[puhuh(a+1)](a+1)]

CC
[P[Phh(a+1)] (a+1)] 

11--RR
[[ppuhuh(a(a)])]

MM--R+X+YR+X+Y11--CC--MM--YYCC--XX

RR
[[pphh(a(a)])]

RR--(X+Y)(X+Y)YYXX





Table Construction, cont’dTable Construction, cont’d

3.3. Must transform matrix of transition Must transform matrix of transition 
probabilities probabilities (P)(P) into matrix of hazards, into matrix of hazards, Μ:Μ:
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Table Construction, cont’dTable Construction, cont’d

In a continuous time Markov process, In a continuous time Markov process, 
P=P=exp(Mexp(M)), so , so M=M=ln(Pln(P)).  This can be done .  This can be done 
using the infinite series representation of using the infinite series representation of 
the the lnln() function:() function:
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Table Construction, cont’dTable Construction, cont’d

4.4. Given M, we need to compute Given M, we need to compute l(xl(x) :) :

l(x+nl(x+n)=)=l(x)exp{l(x)exp{--nM(xnM(x)}, where)}, where

{ } ∑
∞

=

−
+=−

1 !
)()1()(exp
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Table Construction, cont’dTable Construction, cont’d

5.5. Then, compute Then, compute L(xL(x) (= ) (= ∫∫ l(xl(x))))::
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Table Construction, cont’dTable Construction, cont’d

6.6. Finally, compute state expectancies Finally, compute state expectancies 
(note: these are all diagonal (note: these are all diagonal 
matrices):matrices):

e(xe(x)=()=(ΣΣL(xL(x)) l(x))) l(x)--11



Example (Role of SES in Example (Role of SES in 
Explaining blackExplaining black--white white 
disparities in HLE)disparities in HLE)

NHIS 1982NHIS 1982--2002 data + NCHS 2002 data + NCHS 
mortality datamortality data
NHIS data: age, male, black, south, NHIS data: age, male, black, south, 
education, income, health education, income, health 
(dichotomous)(dichotomous)
NCHS data: age, male, black, mortality NCHS data: age, male, black, mortality 
probabilityprobability





Model Results: HealthModel Results: Health

--.013(.0007).013(.0007)--.013(.0007).013(.0007)IncomeIncome
--.066(.005).066(.005)--.066(.005).066(.005)EducationEducation
.150(.029).150(.029).149(.029).149(.029)SouthSouth
.242(.042).242(.042).243(.041).243(.041)BlackBlack
.097(.029).097(.029).098(.029).098(.029)MaleMale
.0038(.001).0038(.001).0038(.001).0038(.001)AgeAge
.308(.065).308(.065).306(.067).306(.067)InterceptIntercept
Gibbs p.m.Gibbs p.m.MLEMLEVariableVariable



Model Results: DeathModel Results: Death

Note: ML Note: ML s.e.’ss.e.’s divided by MSE for comparisondivided by MSE for comparison

.182(.03).182(.03).181(.03).181(.03)BlackBlack

.188(.02).188(.02).188(.02).188(.02)MaleMale

.038(.001).038(.001).038(.001).038(.001)AgeAge

--2.83(.046)2.83(.046)--2.82(.021)2.82(.021)InterceptIntercept

Gibbs p.m.Gibbs p.m.MLEMLEVarVar









2002 Result2002 Result

% of black% of black--white difference explained white difference explained 
by SES is 48.8%by SES is 48.8%
s.es.e. of this difference is .045,. of this difference is .045,
Empirical interval is [.41,.58]Empirical interval is [.41,.58]
NOT same result for standard model of NOT same result for standard model of 
health:  b=.41 without SES, b=.24 health:  b=.41 without SES, b=.24 
with (40.6% reduction)with (40.6% reduction)



Total Life at 50, ’82Total Life at 50, ’82--’01 ’01 
(white=dashed line)(white=dashed line)
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Healthy Life at 50, ’82Healthy Life at 50, ’82--’01’01
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Proportion of Race Difference Proportion of Race Difference 
in HLE% Explained by SES in HLE% Explained by SES 
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Proportion of Race Difference Proportion of Race Difference 
in HLE% Explained by SES in HLE% Explained by SES 
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